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Stars and Stripes Sponsor - $2,500 
 

Includes recognition in the opening ceremony, recognition signage by sponsor category on display, a 1/2-page ad in the event program, 
logo & link on Field of Honor website, and recognition on media and promotional materials as a Stars and Stripes Sponsor. You will be 

recognized as an event sponsor in the event program in addition to your ad. You will have a commemorative gift for display at your house 
or office with a VIP view of the opening ceremony. 

Patriot Sponsor - $1000 

Includes recognition in the opening ceremony, recognition signage by sponsor category on display, a 1/4-page ad in the event program, 

logo & link on Field of Honor website, and recognition on media and promotional materials as a Patriot Sponsor. You will be recognized 

as an event sponsor in the event program in addition to your ad. You will have a commemorative gift for display at your house or office 

with a VIP view of the opening ceremony.  

 

Independence Sponsor - $500 

Includes recognition signage by sponsor category on display, logo & link on Field of Honor website, and recognition on media and 

promotional materials as n Independence Sponsor. You will be recognized as an event sponsor by name in the event program. You will 

have a commemorative gift for display at your house or office.  

 

Community Sponsor - $250 

Includes recognition signage by sponsor category on display, logo & link on Field of Honor website, and recognition on media and 

promotional materials as an Independence Sponsor. You will be recognized as an event sponsor by name in the event program.  

 

Flag Purchase - $100 

Purchase a flag to honor a hero in the Vietnam or Korean conflicts. You may dedicate a flag without honoring a specific fallen hero. It will 

go to someone that fought in our local area. Should you wish to dedicate it to someone special, when you purchase your flag let us know 

their last name, first name & rank. List the conflict in which they were KIA and where they went MIA. 

 

 

 

 

 

Without the generous support of sponsors, this event would 

not be possible.  Your generous donations make this 

memorable and inspiring gift to NE Florida possible.  

Thank you for your support!  Join us November 10th – 13th  

  


